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ABSTRACT: The GBLUP method of calculating GEBVs 
assumes SNPs contribute equally to variation in traits. 
However, in reality it is likely that some SNPs have bigger 
effects than predicted under this infinitesimal model. The 
accuracy of GEBVs could potentially be improved by 
giving more weight to selected SNPs in constructing the 
genomic relationship matrix (GRM). The aim of this study 
was to improve the accuracy of GEBVs for residual feed 
intake (RFI) in Holsteins by identifying SNPs with a greater 
effect on RFI than average in beef cattle. A genome wide 
association study in beef cattle found 1,876 SNPs 
significantly (P < 0.001) associated with RFI in beef cattle. 
These SNPs, which were only 0.3% of the 606,096 SNPs 
used, explained around 25% of the genetic variance for RFI 
in Holstein heifers. When the additional variance explained 
by these SNPs was used in the construction of the GRM, 
the accuracy of GEBVs in a validation sample of Holsteins 
increased from 0.33 to 0.39. This shows that accuracy can 
be increased by giving more weight to SNPs associated 
with a trait and that these SNPs can be identified by using 
data from other breeds. Therefore, some chromosome 
regions that contain genes affecting RFI in beef cattle must 
also contain genes for RFI in Holsteins.  
Keywords: Genomic prediction accuracy; Residual feed 
intake 
 

Introduction 
 

Residual feed intake (RFI) is an important trait in 
beef and dairy cattle but it is expensive to measure and so 
difficult to select for. Genomic selection (Meuwissen et al. 
(2001)) can be used to improve RFI but the small size of 
reference populations that have RFI records limits the 
accuracy of equations that predict RFI from SNP 
genotypes. The size of the reference population could be 
increased by combining data from different breeds but this 
may not increase the accuracy of the resulting genomic 
EBVs.  

The GBLUP method of genomic selection is 
optimal if the genetic architecture of the trait is nearly 
infinitesimal, that is, if all SNP effects are drawn from the 
same normal distribution (Meuwissen et al. (2001)). 
However, in reality it is likely that some SNPs have bigger 
effects than predicted under this infinitesimal model. 
Bayesian methods, which assume a distribution of SNP 
effects containing some larger effects, yield more accurate 
GEBVs than GBLUP for some traits (Bolormaa et al. 
(2013)). An alternative to a Bayesian model is divide the 
SNPs into groups that are expected to differ in their 
variance of effects and estimate separate variances for the 
different groups.  

In this paper we combine these two ideas for 
increasing the accuracy of GEBVs for RFI. We use a 
population of beef cattle to find SNPs with larger than 
average effect on RFI by carrying out a genome wide 
association study (GWAS). These SNPs are then used to 
calculate GEBVs in a population of dairy cattle (Holsteins) 
measured for RFI as heifers. The SNPs that are significant 
in the GWAS are defined as a group whose variance of 
effects is estimated separately from that of other SNPs. We 
show that this increases the accuracy of the GEBVs in a 
validation sample of Holsteins. 

 
Materials and Methods 

 
Data. The phenotype data included RFI records 

for 5,614 Bos taurus animals. It consisted of 842 Australian 
Holstein heifers (Pryce et al. (2012)) and 4,772 (2,009 
Australian and 2,763 Canadian) beef cattle. The Australian 
beef cattle data included Angus, Hereford, Murray Grey 
and Shorthorn (Bolormaa et al. (2013)) and the Canadian 
beef RFI records were from Angus, Charolais (Mao et al. 
(2013); Chen et al. (2013)) and a mixed synthetic breed (Lu 
et al. (2012)). The phenotypic variances between the 
different datasets were adjusted in each dataset to have the 
same variance equal to 1. The 606,096 common SNPs of 
the animals were either from Illumina HD chip or imputed 
from lower density SNP chips (IlluminaSNP7K, Affymetrix 
ParalleleSNP10K and Illumina BovineSNP50K) to HD  
(800K) using BEAGLE software (Browning and Browning 
(2009)).  

 
GWAS. To find the SNPs with a greater effect on 

residual feed intake compared with other SNPs, a GWAS 
was conducted using the beef cattle data. To find the 
association of each SNP with RFI, model 1 was used, where 
one SNP was included at a time in addition to the fixed 
effects and polygenic effects. 

 
y = Xb + Sa + e    (1) 
 

where, y is the vector of RFI records, X and S are the 
design matrices relating phenotypes to their corresponding 
fixed effects and polygenic effects, b is the vector of fixed 
effects (herd, feed management group prior to and on trial, 
contemporary group, sex, age and SNP), a is the vector of 
polygenic effects ~ N(0,A σ2

g) and e is the vector of random 
residual effects.  
 
 GRM construction. The genomic relationship 
matrices (GRMs) used in the GBLUP models applied to 
Holstein data were constructed according to the method of 
Yang et al. (2010) which is equivalent to a model in which 



the genotypes are standardized so that the mean genotype 
for each SNP is zero and the variance is 1. 

 
GBLUP with single GRM. For the Holstein 

heifers the BLUP model (2) was used to fit one set of SNP 
effects all with the same variance. An equivalent model was 
used in which a breeding value for each animal was defined 
and the GRM was calculated from the SNP genotypes. 

 
y = Xb + Qg + Sa + e    (2) 
 

where the definition of y, X, S, b, a and e are similar to 
equation 1 but they contain the Holstein information; Q is 
the design matrix connecting phenotypes to their 
corresponding breeding values. The vector of breeding 
values is: g ~ N(0, ZZ’σ2

SNP); ZZ’ is the GRM which is 
either constructed using all SNPs (GRMAll_SNPs) or the SNPs 
that are significantly associated with RFI in the beef cattle 
GWAS results (GRMSig_SNPs). Two significance levels P < 
0.01 and P < 0.001 were used as thresholds to select SNPs 
to construct GRMSig_SNPs (P<0.01) and GRMSig_SNPs (P<0.001), 
respectively and Z is a matrix that relates animals to SNP 
genotypes. 

 
GBLUP with two sets of SNPs and two GRMs. 

In this case, model (3) contains two breeding values 
gAll_SNPs and gSig_SNPs with corresponding variance matrices 
GRMAll_SNPs and GRMSig_SNPs.  

 
y = Xb + QgAll_SNPs + QgSig_SNPs + Sa + e  (3) 
 

where the definition of y, X, S, Q, b, a, g and e are similar 
to equation 2. gAll_SNPs ~ N(0, Z1Z1’σ2

All_SNPs) and gSig_SNPs ~ 
N(0, Z2Z2’σ2

Sig_SNPs) are the vectors of breeding values 
when Z1Z1 and Z2Z2 are GRMAll_SNPs and GRMSig_SNPs, 
respectively. In order to combine the two GEBVs, the two 
GRMs were combined first and fitted to the model. Each 
element in the combined GRM is the weighted mean of the 
GRMs in the model (3), where the weight was the variance 
component of each GRM estimated when they were fitted 
together. The final GEBVs for animals were calculated by 
summing the GEBVs for each individual corresponding to 
the GRM (𝒈�𝑮𝑹𝑴 ) and estimated breeding values from 
pedigree relationship matrix (𝒂�), which were available in 
the solution vector of BLUP equations, so 𝒈� = 𝒈�𝑮𝑹𝑴 + 𝒂� 
 
All of the equations in this paper were solved using 
ASReml 3.0 (Gilmour et al. (2009)) and shown in Table 1 
and Table 2. 
 
 Comparing the models. To compare the 
goodness-of-fit of different models in Table 1, the log of 
likelihood of the models were used. To test the significance 
of a change in log of likelihood, two times the difference in 
log of likelihood was compared to a distribution which is 
zero half the time and follows a chi squared distribution 
with 1 degree of freedom half the time.   
 

GEBV accuracy. The Holstein dataset was 
divided into 5 subsets, 4 of them were used as a reference  

Table 1: Application of GRM constructed by all or 
subset of SNPs in the model# 
Random Term LogL& h2 (SE) 
1. gAll_SNPs + a -441.32bc 0.41 (0.12) 
2. gSig_SNPs (P<0.01) + a -443.04d 0.36 (0.12) 
3. gSig_SNPs (P<0.001) + a -442.51cd 0.32 (0.12) 
4. gAll_SNPs + gSig_SNPs (P<0.01) + a -440.23b 0.43 (0.12) 
5. gAll_SNPs + gSig_SNPs (P<0.001) + a -436.71a 0.45 (0.12) 
# a = pedigree relationship matrix, gAll_SNPs = GRM constructed by all 
SNPs, gSig_SNPs (P<0.01) and gSig_SNPs (P<0.001) = GRM Constructed by Significant 
SNPs with p-values less than 0.01 and 0.001, respectively.  

& Nested models without a common superscript are significantly different 
(P < 0.05). 

 
 
Table 2: Contribution of random terms in total variance 
in different models# 
Random Term  σ2

gAll_SNPs σ2
gSig_SNPs σ2

polygenic σ2
e 

1 0.40 - 0.02 0.59 
2 - 0.23 0.13 0.64 
3 - 0.14 0.18 0.68 
4 0.30 0.11 0.03 0.57 
5 0.33 0.11 0.02 0.56 
# The models are similar with models defined in Table1. 

 
 

population and the 5th subset was used as a validation 
sample. The animals in the 5 subsets were selected 
randomly except, paternal half sibs were always placed in 
the same subset. Then, the GEBVs of validation animals, 
whose phenotypes were not included in the analysis, were 
estimated by GBLUP. The general model with GRMAll_SNPs 
(model 1) and the best model in Table 1 according to the 
highest log of likelihood (model 5) were selected and the 
GEBVs accuracies in these two models were estimated by: 

 
Empirical Accuracy = r𝐺𝐸𝐵𝑉𝑠,𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑠 

�ℎ2
  (4) 

 
Where rGEBVs,Phenotypes is the correlation between GEBVs and 
phenotypes and h2 is the heritability which was estimated 
from a bigger dataset, 0.30 (SE=0.04). 
 

Results and Discussion 
 

There were 11,939 and 1,876 SNPs that were significantly 
associated with RFI in beef cattle at P < 0.01 and P < 0.001, 
respectively. So, only about 2% and 0.3% of total 606,096 
SNPs were used to construct GRMSig_SNPs (P<0.01) and 
GRMSig_SNPs (P<0.001).The model with the highest log of 
likelihood was model 5 in Table 1 which included both 
gSig_SNPs (P<0.001) and gAll_SNPs and the polygenic effect. 
According to Table 2, the significant (P < 0.001) which 
were 0.31% of all the SNPs tested in the beef GWAS, 
explained around 25% of the genetic variance of Holstein 



heifers for RFI. This shows that QTL for RFI exist in the 
same chromosomal regions in beef cattle and in Holsteins.  
The GEBVs accuracy for model (1) was 0.33 which 
increased to 0.39 by adding gSig_SNPs (P<0.001) to in model (5) 
in Table 1. This result also indicates that giving more 
weight to the significant SNPs could increase the prediction 
accuracies. In this study we used beef cattle to select the 
SNPs and Holsteins for validating those SNPs because we 
needed a completely independent validation population. 
However, due to genetic distances between dairy cattle and 
beef cattle, the linkage disequilibrium might be different 
between them. It seems that better results can be achieved if 
more animals are used for finding the significant SNPs (by 
increasing the accuracy of SNP selection) or if the same 
breed is used for validating the found SNPs.  
 

Conclusion 
 

These results indicate that constructing a GRM for a dairy 
breed (Holstein) using SNPs that are significantly 
associated with RFI in beef cattle could be a useful method 
to use information from beef cattle to increase accuracies of 
GEBVs in dairy cattle. 
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